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Goal

Attackers are exploiting different vulnerabilities in the 
application to cause a security attack. One such 
vulnerability we are focusing on is ‘audit trail’. 
We propose a method of using Blockchain technology to 
establish the secure provenance of: 
• Log-files taken from an online application using both flat 

ASCII text files (generated from the Apache log4j project).
• The same logs stored in database format (MongoDB). 



Background

• What is audit in IT application?
- Audit are used to document transactions
- Audit are maintained in a log

• What is a log file?
- Recording statements from code
- Usage: Debugging 

• Clinical registry: ENSAT
- European Network for the Study of Adrenal Tumors
- Generates a log daily using log4j



Blockchain

Block
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Is Blockchain a good fit for Audit?

• Opportunities:
- Immutability and Distributed
- Real-time verification
- Coverage

• Challenges:
- Security
- No central authority



Audit based on log files



Results

• Final structure



Results: Performance

• Avg. Block Time

• Avg. time taken to generate a block is 5 to 10 seconds.

• Faster than public blockchains.



Results: Validation

• Verifying the hashes:
- From log files and the blockchain
- Any changes to file without authorization is notified.



Audit based on database (MongoDB)

• MongoDB properties:
– NoSQL Database
– Unstructured
– JSON-oriented

• Flow of the program:



Conclusion

• Proposed system provides a security model satisfying:

Private Blockchain

Immutability

Distributed

Consensus

Authorisation
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